Listening in the dips: Comparing relevant features for speech recognition in humans and machines
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Abstract

In recent years, automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems gradually decreased (and for some tasks closed) the gap between human and automatic speech recognition. However, it is unclear if similar performance implies humans and ASR systems to rely on similar signal cues. In the current study, ASR and HSR are compared using speech material from a matrix sentence test mixed with either a stationary speech-shaped noise (SSN) or amplitude-modulated SSN. Recognition performance of HSR and ASR is measured in term of the speech recognition threshold (SRT), i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio with 50% recognition rate and by comparing psychometric functions. ASR results are obtained with matched-trained DNN-based systems that use FBank features as input and compared to results obtained from eight normal-hearing listeners and two established models of speech intelligibility. For both maskers, HSR and ASR achieve similar SRTs with an average deviation of only 0.4 dB. A relevance propagation algorithm is applied to identify features relevant for ASR. The analysis shows that relevant features coincide either with spectral peaks of the speech signal or with dips of the noise masker, indicating that similar cues are important in HSR and ASR.
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1. Introduction

The capability of human listeners to recognize speech in extremely adverse conditions motivated comparisons between automatic speech recognition (ASR) and human speech recognition (HSR) with the aim of pinpointing weaknesses in the processing strategies in ASR. Previous studies revealed a significant man-machine gap in terms of recognition performance, which serves another aim of human-machine comparisons, i.e., to answer the question how far we have come in achieving human performance levels with machine listeners. These studies often reported humans and machines to rely on different signal cues.

For instance, experiments with nonsense syllables in additive noise showed a man-machine gap of 10 dB with an ASR system using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), i.e. the ASR system achieved the same performance as normal-hearing listeners only if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was increased by 10 dB. High- and low-pass filtering reduced (and for some conditions even eliminated) the gap. The results indicated the voicing feature to be suboptimally exploited in ASR [1]. Similarly, results from another study suggested that ASR should incorporate spectral fine structure and temporal as well as spectro-temporal properties more explicitly than standard spectral features [2].

Different processing strategies in HSR and ASR were observed when comparing speech recognition in modulated vs. stationary noise: While human recognition scores are higher in a modulated masker, ASR performance was lower compared to a stationary speech-shaped masker [3]. Increased intelligibility in modulated maskers is a well-known phenomenon in humans which is often referred to as listening in the dips or glimpsing [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], where glimpse refers to time-frequency regions with a positive local SNR. It was found that it is sufficient for listeners to observe several glimpses of each word to achieve high intelligibility and that intelligibility is highest for modulations around 8-10 Hz [9, 4]. Glimpsing was also investigated in ASR [10, 11] and correlations between the number of glimpses and recognition accuracy was found. All of the previously mentioned studies employed Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) as acoustic models, but did not consider deep neural networks (DNNs), i.e., the current state-of-the-art [12]. The use of DNNs in ASR closed the speech recognition gap in single-channel two-talker scenes with a small vocabulary speech material [13] and for large vocabulary telephone conversations, in which both an elaborate ASR system as well as human transcribers achieved an error rate of 6% [14].

In this study, we build upon this progress to perform a comparison of ASR and HSR with a focus on modulated and unmodulated noise types because these were reported to be problematic for ASR earlier. Since the speech task is relatively simple (with a vocabulary of only 50 words), ASR could potentially reach similar performance as HSR, i.e., it could serve as a model for speech intelligibility. To evaluate our ASR system as such a model, results are compared to predictions from two established models of intelligibility. Further, we investigate if DNN-processing allows to perform listening-in-the-dips or glimpsing, which could explain the advances attributed to deep learning, and compare the result to word recognition scores from eight normal-hearing listeners. For the analysis, a relevance algorithm is chosen that identifies the time-frequency regions that are most relevant to obtain the classification result. This layer-wise relevance propagation was suggested before to analyze results in image recognition [15] and electroencephalography [16], and is applied in a speech-context in our work. This paper therefore presents data and methods for comparing for the first time HSR and DNN-based ASR on a sublexical level.

In the following, we first describe the two noise types and how they were generated, the speech material used for listening experiments and ASR, as well as the ASR system and the models for predicting speech intelligibility. After a description of the relevance algorithm, we present the average results in terms of the speech reception threshold (SRT), which is the noise level at 50% recognition rate and accuracy-over-SNR curves (psychometric functions, Section 3). We then continue to discuss and summarize our findings.
2. Methods

2.1. Maskers

In total, four maskers with different spectro-temporal modulations were adopted from a study by Schubotz et al. [17]. Two maskers are based on a speech-shaped noise (SSN) derived from the International Speech Test Signal (ISTS, [18]), which have the same long-term spectrum as the ISTS signal. The first masker is a stationary speech-shaped noise (SSN), the second is a sinusoidally modulated version of the SSN with a modulation frequency of 8 Hz (SAM-SSN). Since the original ISTS was produced by female speakers, its spectrum (and thus also the spectrum of the SSN and SAM-SSN) matches the long-term spectrum of female speech. Additionally, a male version of the ISTS was generated in [17], which serves as a basis for a male version of the SSN and SAM-SSN.

2.2. Speech material

The speech data used in these experiments originates from a German matrix sentence test, the Oldenburg sentence test (OLSA), which consists of 120 sentences produced by one speaker [19]. The speech material has a fixed syntactical structure: Each sentence contains five words with 10 possible response choices for each word category and a tactical structure: Each sentence contains five words with test (OLSA), which consists of 120 sentences produced by a German matrix sentence test, the Oldenburg sentence test (OLSA) [18], which serves as a basis for a male version of the SSN and SAM-SSN.

The speech data used in these experiments originates from the International Speech Test Signal (ISTS, [18]), which was produced by female speakers, its spectrum (and thus also the spectrum of the SSN and SAM-SSN) matches the long-term spectrum of female speech. Additionally, a male version of the ISTS was generated in [17], which serves as a basis for a male version of the SSN and SAM-SSN.

2.3. Speech intelligibility models

Two different established models of speech intelligibility are used as a baseline of intelligibility prediction in the maskers under consideration. The first model is the extended speech intelligibility index (ESII, [23]). Signals are split into 21 frequency bands and grouped into time bins ranging from 35 ms duration in the lowest frequency band to 9.4 ms in the highest frequency band. The SNR is then calculated in all frequency bands and time frames; the average SNR is the resulting ESII score.

The second model is the the multi-resolution speech envelope power spectrum model (mr-EPSM, [24]), which incorporates a modulation filter bank that extracts modulations from 1 Hz to 256 Hz in 22 frequency bands independently. Modulation filterbank outputs are split in time windows with a modulation filter-dependent duration, i.e., shorter temporal windows are used for higher modulation frequencies. The SNR of the Hilbert envelopes is then calculated in all time windows for all modulation filters in all frequency channels.

For both models, the output of the models have to be calibrated to an already measured human intelligibility. In this case the models were calibrated with the SRT of the male and female SSN for predictions of the male and female SAM-SSN, respectively.

2.4. ASR system

The ASR system was implemented using the Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [25]. The speech recognition system is a deep neural network (DNN) with five hidden layers, 2048 units per layer and an additional softmax output layer. The DNN was trained as a stack of restricted Boltzmann machines with an unsupervised pre-training and a supervised fine-tuning of the parameters with triphone targets. Every phone was modeled with three Hidden-Markov-Model (HMM) states except for the silence phone which was modeled with five states.

Input features are calculated by converting the time signals into a log Mel spectrogram with 23 Mel filters and a window length of 25 ms and a 10 ms shift. These FBank features were spliced with a temporal context of ±5 frames, resulting in 253 features per input frame.

SRTs and psychometric functions are obtained by decoding all 3200 (400 SNRs × 8) sentences and averaging word error rates (WERs) over all eight sentences at the same SNR. A psychometric function from [19] is fitted to these 400 (SNR,WER)-pairs to obtain the SRT and its slope.

2.5. Layer-wise relevance propagation

To identify input features that are relevant for a specific classification result, an algorithm for layer-wise relevance backpropagation is used [15]. The goal is to assign a relevance value \( R \) for the classification result to each input feature component, e.g., to each time-frequency point for FBank input. This is done by starting at the DNN output and giving the output neuron \( j \) that encodes the current HMM state a relevance \( R_i^{(l+1)} = 1 \), where \( l \) is the layer index. This relevance is then propagated to all neurons \( i \) in the layer below connected to the output neuron.

The sum over the relevance of all neurons \( i \) is equal to the relevance of this specific neuron \( j \), i.e., the conservation property \( \sum_i R_{i,j}^{(l+1)} = R_i^{(l+1)} \) holds. In particular, relevance is propagated using the weights and biases obtained during the training stage by the following formulas

\[
R_{i,j}^{(l+1)} = \begin{cases} \frac{z_{ij}}{z_i} R_i^{(l+1)}, & z_j \geq 0 \\ \frac{z_{ij}}{z_i} R_i^{(l+1)}, & z_j < 0 \end{cases}
\]

with

\[
z_{ij} = x_i w_{ij},
\]

\[
z_j = \sum_i z_{ij} + b_j,
\]

\[
x_j = g(z_j),
\]

where \( w_{ij} \) is the weight connecting neurons \( i \) and \( j \), \( b_j \) is the bias term of neuron \( j \), \( g \) is the activation function and \( \epsilon \geq 0 \) is a predefined stabilizer which was set to 100 (see [15] for more details).

For each time frame, Equation 1 can be used to calculate the relevance of all input features, i.e., spliced FBank features in our case.
3. Results

3.1. Speech recognition thresholds and psychometric functions

Figure 1 shows SRTs of listeners, ESII, mr-sEPSM and the DNN-based ASR system in all four maskers. Due to the calibration of the ESII and mr-sEPSM to SRTs in both SSN maskers, model data and listener SRTs are identical. ESII shows a good match with SRTs in the SAM-SSN noise whereas predictions by the mr-sEPSM deviate by up to 6.7 and 10.5 dB in male and female SAM-SSN condition, respectively. The DNN-based models that were not calibrated to any of the conditions show only slightly worse predictions compared to the ESII. When averaging over all four maskers, ESII shows the best predictions with a root mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.4 dB, followed by the proposed DNN-based model (0.6 dB RMSE) and the mr-sEPSM (6.2 dB RMSE).

Psychometric functions are used to compare the performance of listeners and the proposed DNN system over a wide range of SNRs. Figure 2 shows psychometric functions of individual listeners, the mean over all listeners and the DNN system in all maskers. Psychometric functions of DNNs show an excellent match with average psychometric functions of the listeners for all noise types. The RMSE between the mean function of HSR and ASR is 4.1 % on average, i.e., predicted intelligibility differs by 4.1 % from mean human intelligibility averaged over all four maskers and all SNRs ranging from -40 to 20 dB.

3.2. Relevance analysis

Relevant features are analyzed by applying relevance propagation to the same utterance mixed with noise at -5 dB SNR. For the SSN noise, a large proportion of the signal energy is masked but isolated speech energy peaks are still visible in the noisy spectrogram (cf. Fig 3 (A)). A high relevance is assigned only to these peaks whereas the rest of the spectrogram has very low relevance. A comparison with local SNR shows that regions with high relevance coincide well with time-frequency bins that exhibit a local SNR greater than 1 dB, which indicates that time-frequency glimpses are of high importance in ASR. For the SAM-SSN masker, the same general trend is observed: a high relevance is usually associated with low noise segments. Due to the nature of the modulated masker, the proportion of segments above the 1 dB threshold is considerably higher than for the SSN masker (red overlay in Fig. 3 (B)). The coincidence of relevance and low-noise segments suggests that the DNN-based ASR system is able to listen in the dips, something that GMM-based ASR are failing at [3].

For the modulated noise, we also observe several segments with a high relevance for noisy (below the 1 dB threshold) time-frequency patches. An example is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3: The segment at 1.5 seconds is relatively bright (relevant) but does not have a red overlay (is below the threshold). This segment corresponds to the phoneme /f/ with relatively low energy at low frequencies. We interpret this as the DNN having learned the spectral energy distribution of /f/, which is then used to distinguish the phoneme from others. Consequently, a high relevance is assigned to this time-frequency region. The missing energy seems to be an important factor for discriminating phonemes, since it has an effect on the importance of frequency range: For the stationary masker, we consistently observed low relevance at low frequencies. For the modulated masker, several instances as the /f/-example were found, all of which exhibit a combination of low energy, low frequency, and high relevance. The combination (high energy, low frequency, high relevance) is not observed. This suggests for classification with DNN-based system that energy in low frequencies is a poor discriminative property, but the absence of energy can be a relevant factor.

4. Discussion

The continuous increase in ASR performance that is attended by recent progress in deep learning has led to a point at which ASR systems reach human performance in speech recognition. Previous man-machine comparisons consistently reported a man-machine gap of 10 dB between normal-hearing listeners and GMM-based ASR systems trained on cepstral features.
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Figure 3: (A) Clean (top) and noisy (middle) Mel spectrogram and corresponding relevance (bottom) of a test sentence in the SSN masker. The red overlay indicates time-frequency points with a local SNR > 1 dB. (B) The same as (A), but for the SAM-SSN masker. Color coding is in arbitrary units, because features and relevances were normalized for each utterance.

5. Conclusions

This study compared human speech recognition with DNN-based ASR in stationary and modulated noise maskers. Earlier studies based on GMM-HMM architectures reported a human-machine gap of 6-10 dB; this gap was found to increase for modulated noise, since ASR performance degraded, while human listeners could profit from noise modulation valleys and improved performance. Our experiments with a small vocabulary matrix test showed that HSR and ASR achieve very similar performance in both masking conditions with an SRT difference of only 0.4 dB. An algorithm for measuring the relevance of time-frequency patches for the classification result was applied to shed light on the important cues in DNN-based ASR. Our results indicate that current ASR systems are able to rely on glimpsing and listening-in-the-dips, and that the absence of energy in noise modulation valleys can help to discriminate between phoneme classes. Man-machine differences were so small that ASR might be used as a model to predict speech intelligibility (SI) in normal-hearing listeners. When compared to established SI models, the multi-resolution speech envelope power spectrum model was clearly outperformed, while ASR was on par with the extended speech intelligibility index.
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